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International Human Rights Aug 16 2022
Judging Law and Policy Sep 28 2023 To what extent do courts make social and
public policy and influence policy change? This innovative text analyzes this
question generally and in seven distinct policy areas that play out in both federal
and state courts—tax policy, environmental policy, reproductive rights, sex equality,
affirmative action, school finance, and same-sex marriage. The authors address
these issues through the twin lenses of how state and federal courts must and do
interact with the other branches of government and whether judicial policy-making
is a form of activist judging. Each chapter uncovers the policymaking aspects of



judicial process by investigating the current state of the law, the extent of court
involvement in policy change, the responses of other governmental entities and
outside actors, and the factors which influenced the degree of implementation and
impact of the relevant court decisions. Throughout the book, Howard and
Steigerwalt examine and analyze the literature on judicial policy-making as well as
evaluate existing measures of judicial ideology, judicial activism, court and legal
policy formation, policy change and policy impact. This unique text offers new
insights and areas to research in this important field of American politics.
Foundations of Higher Education Law and Policy Jun 06 2024
Education Law, Policy, and Practice May 25 2023 Education Law, Policy, and
Practice: Cases and Materials, Fifth Edition
California Water Law and Policy Aug 04 2021
Land Law and Policy in Israel Mar 30 2021 As one of the smallest and most
densely populated countries in the world, the State of Israel faces serious land
policy challenges and has a national identity laced with enormous internal
contradictions. In Land Law and Policy in Israel, Haim Sandberg contends that if
you really want to know the identity of a state, learn its land law and land policies.
Sandberg argues that Israel's identity can best be understood by deciphering the
code that lies in the Hebrew secret of Israeli dry land law. According to Sandberg,



by examining the complex facets of property law and land policy, one finds a
unique prism for comprehending Israel's most pronounced identity problems. Land
Law and Policy in Israel explores how Israel's modern land system tries to bridge
the gaps between past heritage and present needs, nationalization and
privatization, bureaucracy and innovation, Jewish majority and non-Jewish minority,
legislative creativity and judicial activism. The regulation of property and the
determination of land usage have been the consequences of explicit choices made
in the context of competing and evolving concepts of national identity. Land Law
and Policy in Israel will prove to be a must-read not only for anyone interested in
Israel but also for anyone who wants to understand the importance of land law in a
nation's life.
Law and Public Policy Sep 16 2022 Laws exist to incentivize us to act in a certain
manner, in accordance with the policies that our community has deemed right for
us. And when we disagree with those laws, we must re-examine our policies, and
thus our beliefs and ideas, to decide whether our community has changed. This is a
book about law and public policy--about the ideas and the rules we build to
implement those rules. While similar books have looked at public policy and public
administration in an effort to explain how the government works, and others have
considered the foundations of the legal system to understand the rulemaking



institutions, this book takes a different approach. In this ground-breaking new
textbook, author Kevin Fandl develops a complete picture of society, from idea to
action -- by examining laws through the lens of policy, and vice versa. This holistic
approach gives readers a chance to see not only why certain rules exist, but how
those rules evolved over time and the events that inspired them. It offers readers
an opportunity not only to see but also to participate in the process of forming the
structures that shape our society. This textbook is divided into two sections. The
first section provides readers with the tools that they will need to digest the policies
and laws that surround them. These tools include a historical deep dive into the
foundations of the governance structure in the United States and beyond, an
important examination of civics and a reminder of the importance of engaging in the
policymaking process, a careful breakdown of the institutions that form the
backbone of the law and policy-making institutions in the United States, and finally
critical thinking including practical tools to find reliable sources for news, research,
and other types of information. The second section of the text is comprised of
subject-matter analyses. These subject-based chapters, written by experts on the
topic at hand begin with a historical perspective, followed by a careful examination
of the key policies and laws that inform that field. Each chapter highlights key
vocabulary, provides practical vignettes to add context to the writing, explores a



unique global component to compare perspectives from communities worldwide,
and includes a number of discussion questions and recommended readings for
further examination. This textbook is tailored specifically for undergraduate and
graduate students of public policy, to introduce them to the role of law and legal
institutions as facilitators and constraints on public policy, exploring those laws in a
range of relevant policy contexts with the help of short case studies.
Communications Law and Policy Aug 28 2023 The Second Edition of
Communications Law and Policy, by Jerry Kang (University of California, Los
Angeles), will be published by Foundation Press. This teachable work provides a
comprehensive introduction to the technology, economics, law, and policy of
modern communications. Its unique strength is that it is organized by analytic
concepts instead of current industry lines, which are constantly outdated by
technological convergence. The basic ideas'power, entry, pricing, bad content,
good content, structure, and access'equip students with a durable and yet flexible
intellectual structure that can help parse a complex and ever-changing field.
Replete with clear, concise technological and legal summaries, the text provides
carefully edited opinions and FCC reports. Technical diagrams, flowcharts, concept
maps, and mind maps also help students navigate between minutiae and the big
picture. The Second Edition also expands coverage to include greater discussion of



mobile telephony, the spectrum "commons," public broadcasting, direct broadcast
satellite (DBS), media consolidation, local telephone competition, interconnection,
Voice-Over-IP (VOIP), and "open access" to broadband pipes. A brand new
Research Appendix provides the definitive guide on how to research
communications law with clear explanations of the FCC rulemaking process and
the documents generated along the way. With myriad refinements and substantial
additions, the Second Edition maintains the conceptual clarity and teachability of
the first edition while providing greater coverage, currency, and detail. An updated
companion website provides links to useful resources provided by government,
industry, and other stakeholders. If you are looking to teach a complete
communications class, and not just Cyber or Internet law, this casebook provides
the most pedagogically coherent and sophisticated text available. For more
information, consult the casebook's website: http://jerrykang.net/commlaw. "This is
the best casebook I have purchased for a HLS class and is the best investment I
have made in books in my three years here." ?from an anonymous teaching
evaluation by Harvard 3L student, Spring 2004
Covid-19 in Asia Mar 11 2022 This is a book for an extraordinary time, about a
pandemic for which there is no modern precedent. It is an edited collection of
original essays on Asia's legal and policy responses to the Covid-19 pandemic,



which, in a matter of months, swept around the globe, infecting millions. It
transformed daily life in almost every corner of the planet: lockdowns of cities and
entire countries, physical distancing and quarantines, travel restrictions and border
controls, movement-tracking technology, mandatory closures of all but essential
services, economic devastation and mass unemployment, and government
assistance programs on record-breaking scales. Yet a pandemic on this scale,
under contemporary conditions of globalization, has left governments and their
advisors scrambling to improvise solutions, often themselves unprecedented in
modern times, such as the initial lockdown of Wuhan. This collection of essays
analyzes law and policy responses across Asia, identifying cross-cutting themes
and challenges. It taps the collective knowledge of an interdisciplinary team of
sixty-one researchers both in the service of policy development, and with the goal
of establishing a scholarly baseline for research after the storm has passed. The
collection begins with an epidemiological overview and survey of the law and policy
themes. The jurisdiction-specific case studies and cross-cutting thematic essays
cover five topics: first wave containment measures; emergency powers;
technology, science, and expertise; politics, religion, and governance; and
economy, climate, and sustainability. Chapter 20: Cambodia: Public Health,
Economic, and Political Dimensions by Ratana Ly, Vandanet Hing, & Kimsan Soy



is available for free.
Tax Compliance as the Result of a Psychological Tax Contract  Sep 04 2021
Wine in America May 05 2024 The purchase of this ebook edition does not entitle
you to receive access to the Connected eBook on CasebookConnect. You will
need to purchase a new print book to get access to the full experience including:
lifetime access to the online ebook with highlight, annotation, and search
capabilities, plus an outline tool and other helpful resources. Wine in America: Law
and Policy, Second Edition, by Richard P. Mendelson?deftly explains the federal,
state, and local laws that govern wine production, taxation, labeling, advertising,
marketing, distribution, and sales.?The book explores the historical underpinnings
of wine law, including Prohibition, tied house and trade practices, public
health?concerns, and Twenty-First Amendment jurisprudence as well as
addressing intellectual property issues involving wine brands and appellations of
origin, land use laws affecting rural wineries and urban bars, and international
trade.?? New to the Second Edition: An analysis?of the impact of climate change
on wineries and vineyards An examination of whether we should regulate cannabis
like alcohol Complementing a variety of courses, Wine in America: Law and Policy,
features: Lucid explanations of the federal, state, and local laws?governing wine
production, taxation, labeling, and advertising, trade practices, and tied house,



marketing, distribution, and sales Discussion of?Twenty-First Amendment
jurisprudence Coverage of intellectual property issues regarding wine brands and
appellations of origin Matters of public health and social responsibility for wine
industry members and wine consumers How to establish and operate a winery,
including acquiring a winery or vineyard, buying grapes, leasing a vineyard, and
related licensing and permitting An exploration of land use laws in California and
other states?affecting rural wineries and urban bars Descriptions of key
international institutions and agreements?that regulate the global wine industry
Essentials of Health Policy and Law Jun 01 2021 Essentials of Health Policy and
Law helps readers understand the broad context of health policy and law, the
essential policy and legal issues impacting and flowing out of the health care and
public health systems, and the way health policies and laws are formulated.
Important Notice: The digital edition of this book is missing some of the images or
content found in the physical edition.
Making Policy, Making Law Jul 27 2023 This volume proposes a new way of
understanding the policymaking process in the United States by examining the
complex interactions among the three branches of government, executive,
legislative, and judicial. Collectively across the chapters a central theme emerges,
that the U.S. Constitution has created a policymaking process characterized by



ongoing interaction among competing institutions with overlapping responsibilities
and different constituencies, one in which no branch plays a single static part. At
different times and under various conditions, all governing institutions have a
distinct role in making policy, as well as in enforcing and legitimizing it. This
concept overthrows the classic theories of the separation of powers and of
policymaking and implementation (specifically the principal-agent theory, in which
Congress and the presidency are the principals who create laws, and the
bureaucracy and the courts are the agents who implement the laws, if they are
constitutional). The book opens by introducing the concept of adversarial legalism,
which proposes that the American mindset of frequent legal challenges to
legislation by political opponents and special interests creates a policymaking
process different from and more complicated than other parliamentary
democracies. The chapters then examine in depth the dynamics among the
branches, primarily at the national level but also considering state and local
policymaking. Originally conceived of as a textbook, because no book exists that
looks at the interplay of all three branches, it should also have significant impact on
scholarship about national lawmaking, national politics, and constitutional law.
Intro., conclusion, and Dodd's review all give good summaries.
Regulatory Law and Policy Nov 06 2021 This bookÆs central theme is the



conception that the practice of regulatory law involves the interrelationship of law,
policy analysis, & politics. It explores regulatory decisionmaking, but unlike the
traditional coursebook in administrative law, it focuses on the substance of
government regulation. TeacherÆs Manual available.
Law and Policy for the Quantum Age Jan 21 2023 The Quantum Age cuts
through the hype to demystify quantum technologies, their development paths, and
the policy issues they raise.
Environmental Law and Policy Oct 06 2021 Environmental Law and Policy is a
user-friendly, concise, inexpensive treatment of environmental law. Written to be
read rather than used as a reference source, the authors provide a broad
conceptual overview of environmental law while also explaining the major statutes
and cases. The book is intended for four audiences ? students (both graduate and
undergraduate) seeking a readable study guide for their environmental law and
policy courses; professors who do not use casebooks (relying on their own
materials or case studies) but want an integrating text for their courses or want to
include conceptual materials on the major legal issues; and practicing lawyers and
environmental professionals who want a concise, readable overview of the field.
The first part of the book provides an engaging discussion of the major themes and
issues that cross-cut environmental law. Starting with the first chapter's brief history



of environmentalism in America, the second chapter goes on to explore the
importance and implications of basic themes that occur in virtually all environmental
conflicts, including scientific uncertainty, market failures, problems of scale, public
choice theory, etc. It then presents three dominant perspectives in the field that
drive policy development ? environmental rights, utilitarianism, and environmental
justice. Chapter Three fills in the remaining legal background for understanding
environmental protection, reviewing the theory of instrument choice, the basics of
administrative law, core concepts in constitutional law (e.g., takings, the commerce
clause), and the doctrines associated with how citizen groups shape environmental
law (such as standing). The second part of the book examines the substance of
environmental law, with separate sections on each of the major statutes.
International issues such as ozone depletion, climate change, and transboundary
waste disposal are also addressed. These chapters build on the themes and
conceptual framework laid down in the first part of the text in order to integrate the
discussion of individual statutes into a broad portrait of the law.
North American Wildlife Policy and Law May 01 2021 A definitive treatise on
natural resource policy and law in North America is a vital resource for
undergraduate curricula and wildlife professions--and Boone and Crockett has
delivered. This comprehensive text thoroughly examines the history and foundation



of policy, reviews and analyzes major federal, state, and provincial laws and
policies important to natural resources management, and most uniquely discusses
application and practice of policy to ensure sustainability of wildlife, fish and their
habitats.
Transformative Law and Public Policy Feb 07 2022 This book explores the
convergence of law and public policy. Drawing on case studies from Asia, Europe,
the Middle East and Australia, it examines how judicial and political institutions are
closely linked to the socio-economic concerns of the citizens. The essays argue for
the utilization of both legislative and executive, private and public spheres of
society as vehicles for transformative social change and to safeguard against
violations of socio-economic rights. The volume will be of great interest to both
public and private stakeholders, as well as professionals, including NGOs and think
tanks, working in the areas of law, government, and public policy. It will also be
immensely useful to academics and researchers of constitutionalism, policymaking
and policy integration, social justice and minority rights.
Regulatory Law and Policy Feb 02 2024
Law and Public Policy Apr 04 2024 Laws exist to incentivize us to act in a certain
manner, in accordance with the policies that our community has deemed right for
us. And when we disagree with those laws, we must re-examine our policies, and



thus our beliefs and ideas, to decide whether our community has changed. This is a
book about law and public policy—about the ideas and the rules we build to
implement those rules. While similar books have looked at public policy and public
administration in an effort to explain how the government works, and others have
considered the foundations of the legal system to understand the rulemaking
institutions, this book takes a different approach. In this ground-breaking new
textbook, author Kevin Fandl develops a complete picture of society, from idea to
action -- by examining laws through the lens of policy, and vice versa. This holistic
approach gives readers a chance to see not only why certain rules exist, but how
those rules evolved over time and the events that inspired them. It offers readers
an opportunity not only to see but also to participate in the process of forming the
structures that shape our society. This textbook is divided into two sections. The
first section provides readers with the tools that they will need to digest the policies
and laws that surround them. These tools include a historical deep dive into the
foundations of the governance structure in the United States and beyond, an
important examination of civics and a reminder of the importance of engaging in the
policymaking process, a careful breakdown of the institutions that form the
backbone of the law and policy-making institutions in the United States, and finally
critical thinking including practical tools to find reliable sources for news, research,



and other types of information. The second section of the text is comprised of
subject-matter analyses. These subject-based chapters, written by experts on the
topic at hand begin with a historical perspective, followed by a careful examination
of the key policies and laws that inform that field. Each chapter highlights key
vocabulary, provides practical vignettes to add context to the writing, explores a
unique global component to compare perspectives from communities worldwide,
and includes a number of discussion questions and recommended readings for
further examination. This textbook is tailored specifically for undergraduate and
graduate students of public policy, to introduce them to the role of law and legal
institutions as facilitators and constraints on public policy, exploring those laws in a
range of relevant policy contexts with the help of short case studies.
Marijuana Law and Policy Jan 09 2022
Gender Law and Policy Apr 23 2023 Gender Law and Policy, Fourth Edition, by
Katharine T. Bartlett, Deborah L. Rhode, Joanna L. Grossman, Deborah L. Brake,
and Frank Rudy Cooper provides the theoretical frameworks, legal cases, and
policy background necessary for analyzing a broad range of gender issues in the
law. It is an ideal text for undergraduate courses in Women’s Studies, Political
Science, and other fields focusing on gender law and policy, including Women and
the Law and Gender Law and Policy. This text features lucid introductions in each



chapter that illuminate the issues significant to each topic, alternative theoretical
perspectives that facilitate open-minded problem-solving, and incisive commentary
by leading scholars and policymakers. Timely coverage of foundational and cutting-
edge issues includes constitutional law, employment law, Title IX and education
(including sports), family law, sexual harassment, sexual violence, pornography,
prostitution, global trafficking, LGBT issues, and women’s sexual and reproductive
health. Features of the Fourth Edition: Organized in five chapters focusing on
different theoretical frameworks to enable students to grasp different
conceptualizations of equality and justice. Introductory chapter with a broad
overview of the theoretical frameworks, as well as the adjacent critical theories with
the most relevance to the study of gender and law—intersectionality, queer theory,
and masculinities studies. Includes more than 200 “Putting Theory into Practice”
Problems, most based on real-life, unresolved problems, to keep a consistent,
stimulating focus on the relationship between theory and practice. Coverage of
latest developments in the field, including Supreme Court decisions on abortion and
LGBT discrimination. Features boxed definitions of terms and explanations of the
legal process that are important for understanding the cases and a glossary where
students can look up unfamiliar terms and concepts. Provides timelines and charts
for graphic enhancement of important information. Offers clear introductions to



each chapter, subject matter, and lead case, along with reading questions, so that
students can focus on the implications of the law rather than figure out the content
of the law. Tailors cases to undergraduate use, almost entirely omitting procedural
issues but preserving detailed facts necessary for analysis. New or enhanced
coverage of the #MeToo movement, reproductive justice, campus sexual assault,
trans athlete bans, and intimate partner violence. Professors and students will
benefit from: Adaptation of the best-selling law school gender and law textbook for
undergraduate use for courses in gender, law, and policy. Intersperses theoretical
and practice materials: excerpted legal cases, statutes, and law review articles form
an ongoing dialogue within the book to stimulate thought and discussion. Provides
complete, up-to-date coverage of conventional “women and the law” issues,
including constitutional law, employment law, affirmative action, sexual harassment,
reproductive rights, domestic violence, Title IX, and poverty and race, along with
analysis of cutting-edge issues relating to LGBTQ and nonbinary individuals.
Business Organizations Law and Policy Jan 26 2021 CasebookPlus Hardbound -
New, hardbound print book includes lifetime digital access to an eBook, with the
ability to highlight and take notes, and 12-month access to a digital Learning Library
that includes self-assessment quizzes tied to this book, leading study aids, an
outline starter, and Gilbert Law Dictionary.



The Law and Policy of the World Trade Organization  Jan 01 2024 This is
primarily a textbook for graduate and upper-level undergraduate students of law.
However, practising lawyers and policy-makers who are looking for an introduction
to WTO law will also find it invaluable. The book covers both the institutional and
substantive law of the WTO. While the treatment of the law is often quite detailed,
the main aim of this textbook is to make clear the basic principles and underlying
logic of WTO law and the world trading system. Each section contains questions
and assignments, to allow students to assess their understanding and develop
useful practical skills. At the end of each chapter there is a helpful summary, as
well as an exercise on specific, true-to-life international trade problems.
Higher Education Law Mar 23 2023 Written for graduate students studying the
law pertaining to the governance of colleges and universities, American College
and University Law comprehensively covers the law arising from actual conflicts on
United States campuses.
Regulatory Law and Policy Feb 27 2021
Endangered Species Act Dec 08 2021 "As Secretary of the Interior, implementing
the Endangered Species Act was one of my most important, and challenging,
responsibilities. All who deal with this complex and critical law need a clear and
comprehensive guide to its provisions, interpretation, and implementation. With



chapters written by some of the foremost practitioners in the field, the new edition
of Endangered Species Act: Law, Policy, and Perspectives is an essential
reference for conservationists and the regulated community and the attorneys who
represent them."---Bruce Babbbitt, former Secretary of the Interior --
Educational Policy and the Law Feb 19 2023
International Human Rights Jul 03 2021 International Human Rights: Problems of
Law, Policy, and Practice, Seventh Edition by Hurst Hannum, S. James Anaya,
Dinah Shelton, and Rosa Celorio is a student-friendly coursebook that surveys the
foundational features and diverse components of the international human rights
system, while highlighting human rights issues of pressing concern, including racial
discrimination, violence against women, the struggles of indigenous peoples,
armed conflicts, lack of access to healthcare and other basic necessities,
environmental degradation, and climate change, among others. This coursebook
introduces students to the established and developing international law on human
rights. Its pages navigate a wide range of substantive norms; procedural rules; and
national, regional, and global institutions whose mandate is to promote and monitor
compliance with internationally-recognized human rights. The book discusses a
range of contemporary human rights challenges, including racial discrimination;
violence against women; the struggles of indigenous peoples; armed conflict;



threats to free speech, social protest, the defense of human rights; lack of access
to health care, and other basic necessities; and environmental degradation and
climate change, among others. This book is artfully organized around the
foundational features and diverse components of the international human rights
system at both the global and regional levels. Distinct problems related to human
rights are introduced to illustrate the real issues that face human rights lawyers and
how those issues might be addressed through international (and domestic)
processes involving internationally-recognized human rights norms. Balancing
practical considerations and theory, this outstanding authorship team delivers a
comprehensive text that examines historical underpinnings and contemporary
considerations related to human rights efforts across the globe. New to the Seventh
Edition: New or updated examination of a range of human rights issues, including
racial discrimination and police violence; discrimination and violence against
women and LGBTI persons; threats to indigenous peoples; undermining of rights of
political participation; the human rights impacts of environmental degradation and
climate change; human rights in the digital space; among others. Discussion of the
formidable impacts on international law and human rights of the Russia-Ukraine
conflict that began in early 2022. Exposition of new human rights treaties,
declarations, and decisions of judicial and other human rights bodies. Discussion of



new developments regarding human rights institutions and international procedures
to advance human rights. Updates on United States case law on the judicial
enforcement of international human rights norms. This edition of the book is
substantially reduced in volume from prior editions, such that it is better designed
for use in a one-semester, three-hour course or seminar at the law school or
university law. Professors and students will benefit from: Emphasis on practical
issues that influence the application, implementation, and development of human
rights law. Problem-oriented focus with the goal to motivate students to think about
concrete issues and the application of human rights law to the real world.
Discussion of current issues in human rights today. Discussion of not only global
but also regional treaties, mechanisms, institutions, and procedures related to
human rights. Comprehensive coverage that highlights substantive discussion of
human rights problems around the world. Presentations of differing views on the
theory and practice of human rights. Discussion of the theoretical foundations of
human rights, cultural relativism, and sovereignty. Examination of historical
developments in human rights as well as modern issues and conflicts. Thoroughly
updated text that includes new documents and jurisprudence, as well as recent
scholarship. Exposition of the interrelationship between human rights and
international humanitarian law and international criminal law. Updated examination



of the domestic enforcement of international human rights law.
Policy Drift Mar 03 2024 The role of formal and informal institutional forces in
changing three areas of U.S. public policy: privacy rights, civil rights and climate
policy There is no finality to the public policy process. Although it’s often assumed
that once a law is enacted it is implemented faithfully, even policies believed to be
stable can change or drift in unexpected directions. The Fourth Amendment, for
example, guarantees Americans’ privacy rights, but the 9/11 terrorist attacks set off
one of the worst cases of government-sponsored espionage. Policy changes
instituted by the National Security Agency led to widespread warrantless
surveillance, a drift in public policy that led to lawsuits challenging the
constitutionality of wiretapping the American people. Much of the research in recent
decades ignores the impact of large-scale, slow-moving, secular forces in political,
social, and economic environments on public policy. In Policy Drift, Norma Riccucci
sheds light on how institutional forces collectively contributed to major change in
three key areas of U.S. policy (privacy rights, civil rights, and climate policy) without
any new policy explicitly being written. Formal levers of change—U.S. Supreme
Court decisions; inaction by Congress; Presidential executive orders—stimulated
by social, political or economic forces, organized permutations which ultimately
shaped and defined contemporary public policy. Invariably, implementations of new



policies are embedded within a political landscape. Political actors, motivated by
social and economic factors, may explicitly employ strategies to shift the direction
of existing public polices or derail them altogether. Some segments of the
population will benefit from this process, while others will not; thus, “policy drifts”
carry significant consequences for social and economic change. A comprehensive
account of inadvertent changes to privacy rights, civil rights, and climate policy,
Policy Drift demonstrates how unanticipated levers of change can modify the status
quo in public policy.
Essentials of Health Policy and Law Dec 20 2022 Given the prominent role
played by policy and law in the health of all Americans, the aim of this book is to
help readers understand the broad context of health policy and law. The essential
policy and legal issues impacting and flowing out of the health care and public
health systems, and the way health policies and laws are formulated. Think of this
textbook as an extended manual.introductory, concise, and straightforward.to the
seminal issues in U.S. health policy and law, and thus as a jumping off point for
discussion, reflection, research, and analysis.
Patent Law and Policy Jun 13 2022 To view or download the 2020 Summer/Fall
Supplement, click here. This updated seventh edition provides numerous diagrams
and figures, concise explanations of relevant legal principles, and, to the extent



possible, cases involving relatively simple technologies. In addition to providing the
most recent developments, the authors have also tried to put the current evolution
of the law in historical context, thus expanding coverage of historically important
cases in areas where the law is changing dramatically. This casebook's authors
have a webpage that features supplemental teaching tools. PowerPoint slides are
available to professors upon adoption of this book. Download a sample of the full
1,328-slide presentation here. If you are a professor using this book for a course,
contact bhall@cap-press.com to request your slides.
Regulatory Law and Policy Jun 25 2023 This book's central theme is the
conception that the practice of regulatory law involves the interrelationship of law,
policy analysis, & politics. It explores regulatory decisionmaking, but unlike the
traditional coursebook in administrative law, it focuses on the substance of
government regulation. Teacher's Manual available.
Reconsidering Law and Policy Debates Oct 30 2023 This book offers fresh
approaches to a variety of social and political issues that have become highly
polarized and resistant to compromise by examining them through a population-
based public health perspective. The topics included are some of the most
contentious: abortion and reproductive rights; end-of-life issues, including the right
to die and the treatment of pain; the connection between racism and poor health



outcomes for African-Americans; the right of same-sex couples to marry; the toll of
gun violence and how to reduce it; domestic violence and how the criminal justice
model fails to deal with it effectively; and how tort compensation and punitive
damages can further public health goals. People at every point along the political
spectrum will find the book enlightening and informative. Written by eight authors,
all of whom have cross-disciplinary expertise, this book shifts the focus away from
the point of view of rights, politics, or morality and examines the effect of laws and
policies from the perspective of public health and welfare.
Evidence and Innovation in Housing Law and Policy  May 13 2022 This
interdisciplinary volume illuminates housing's impact on both wealth and
community, and examines legal and policy responses to current challenges. Also
available as Open Access.
International Food Law and Policy Nov 18 2022 International Food Law and Policy
is the first interdisciplinary piece of academic literature of its kind with a
comprehensive, reader-friendly approach to teaching the major aspects of food
regulation, law, policy, food safety and environmental sustainability in a global
context. The sections are grouped by continents and focus on a range of cross-
disciplinary subjects, such as public health, international food trade, the right to
food, intellectual property and global regulatory aspects of food production. With its



systematic approach, this book will be a valuable resource both for professionals
working in food regulation and anyone interested in the subject. It provides a solid
foundation for courses and master’s programs in environmental management, food
law, policy and regulation, and sustainable development around the world.
Guidelines on Constitutional Litigation Oct 18 2022
The Law and Policy of Ecosystem Services Apr 11 2022 The Law and Policy of
Ecosystem Services is the first comprehensive exploration of the status and future
of natural capital and ecosystem services in American law and policy. The book
develops a framework for thinking about ecosystem services across their ecologic,
geographic, economic, social, and legal dimensions and evaluates the prospects of
crafting a legal infrastructure that can help build an ecosystem service economy
that is as robust as existing economies for manufactured goods, natural resource
commodities, and human-provided services. The book examines the geographic,
ecological, and economic context of ecosystem services and provides a baseline of
the current status of ecosystem services in law and society. It identifies
shortcomings of current law and policy and the critical areas for improvement and
forges an approach for the design of new law and policy for ecosystem services.
Included are a series of nine empirical case studies that explore the problems
caused by society’s failure to properly value natural capital. Among the case study



topics considered are water issues, The Conservation Reserve Program, the
National Conservation Buffer Initiative, the agricultural policy of the European
Union, wetland mitigation, and pollution trading. The Law and Policy of Ecosystem
Services is a groundbreaking look at the question of whether and how law and
policy can shape a sustainable system of ecosystem service management. It is an
accessible and informative work for faculty, students, and policy makers concerned
with ecology, economics, geography, political science, environmental studies, law,
and related fields.
Energy Law and Policy Nov 30 2023 New book purchase includes complimentary
digital access to the eBook. This casebook serves as a guide to energy law and
policy for students who seek to practice in the field and anyone interested in better
understanding this critical area of law. It introduces the key federal, state, and local
government actors shaping energy issues and explores the multi-jurisdictional
approach to energy regulation pervasive in the United States. The book explains
the foundations of the laws and policies governing energy extraction, use, markets,
and disposal. It covers how we make energy from renewable and non-renewable
resources and examines the future of the energy sector in light of new
technologies, market trends, emerging risks, and the need for greater equality. The
authors use a systemic approach that allows for a deeper exploration of the



linkages between the resources, technologies, law, policy, and markets that make
up our core energy systems, including electricity and transportation. Energy Law
and Policy contains cases, sample statutes and regulations, and pertinent excerpts
from experts. These policy-oriented, often empirical materials offer the necessary
building blocks for a public law course, particularly one covering a rapidly
transitioning field. The book is organized into three parts that introduce students to
the fundamental aspects of the energy sector, energy law, and the most pressing
energy topics of the 21st century. The third edition expands and deepens coverage
in important ways: Updated treatment of state and federal policy initiatives such as
community solar, 100% clean energy laws, energy transition and energy markets.
An entirely new chapter on how climate change risks and initiatives are shaping the
energy sector, including domestic and international net zero energy goals and
widespread adoption of electric vehicles. Integration of energy and environmental
justice concerns throughout the book. Expanded discussion of energy leasing and
extraction on private and federal lands, including solar, geothermal, and onshore
and offshore wind energy, and the critical role of energy efficiency. In-depth
coverage of new energy-related executive orders, regulations, and policy shifts
since the start of the Biden Administration. Enhanced attention to controversial
energy transport projects, including oil and natural gas pipelines, fossil fuel export



terminals, and long-distance electric transmission lines.
Law, Policy and the Internet Jul 15 2022 This comprehensive textbook by the editor
of Law and the Internet seeks to provide students, practitioners and businesses
with an up-to-date and accessible account of the key issues in internet law and
policy from a European and UK perspective. The internet has advanced in the last
20 years from an esoteric interest to a vital and unavoidable part of modern work,
rest and play. As such, an account of how the internet and its users are regulated is
vital for everyone concerned with the modern information society. This book also
addresses the fact that internet regulation is not just a matter of law but increasingly
intermixed with technology, economics and politics. Policy developments are
closely analysed as an intrinsic part of modern governance. Law, Policy and the
Internet focuses on two key areas: e-commerce, including the role and
responsibilities of online intermediaries such as Google, Facebook and Uber; and
privacy, data protection and online crime. In particular there is detailed up-to-date
coverage of the crucially important General Data Protection Regulation which came
into force in May 2018.
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